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HP ENVY Uptown Tote

Carry it all in style

Tailored for travel and organizing your technology, this tote was inspired by the needs of today’s stylish commuter. No
matter where you are, this bag ensures your gear is safe, secure, and easily accessible.

Stay stylish. Stay organized.Stay stylish. Stay organized.
Commute in style and comfort thanks to
craftsman-like attention to detail, genuine
leather handles, and a slim, weather-
resistant design.

Soft compartment. All-day protection.Soft compartment. All-day protection.
Keep your laptop safe from everyday bumps
and drops, with an ultra-soft 15.6" (39.62
cm) diagonal padded laptop compartment

Stylized. Organized. Accessible.Stylized. Organized. Accessible.
Stay organized with innovative
compartments thoughtfully designed to
ensure your belongings are always close at
hand.

 Charger not included and sold separately.1
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FeaturingFeaturing

 Charger not included and sold separately.

Stay ready. Charge on-the-go.Stay ready. Charge on-the-go.
Keep your belongings organized with a zippered tech pocket that keeps your charger separate.  Plus, a cable routing system for easy recharging.

Safeguard your sensitive informationSafeguard your sensitive information
Designed to thwart RFID readers, a secure pocket helps protect your credit card information from thieves.
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CompatibilityCompatibility Fits up to 15.6" (39.62 cm) HP laptops

Display sizeDisplay size 15.6"

Product dimensionsProduct dimensions 500 x 135 x 350 mm

WeightWeight 1 kg; Packed: 1.05 kg

WarrantyWarranty One-year limited warranty.

What's in the boxWhat's in the box HP ENVY Uptown Tote; Documentation

Country of originCountry of origin Made in China

Product numberProduct number 5DW95AA

Ordering infoOrdering info 5DW95AA#ABB: 193015591776
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